Mission for God´s Goal
(Brazil 2014)
1 Corinthians 9.24-25 Have you not learned anything in the
stadium? Many run, but only one wins the prize. Run in
such a way that they succeed. In any competition athletes
undergo rigorous preparation, and everything to achieve a
perishable crown, while ours does not wither.

Material and items for the mission:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

JesusFilm and The Prize Videos (You will find them on www.cristonautas.com )
Internet or WiFi, laptop and infocus
Optional: Tablets and/or smartphones
A ball with the logo of our mission or “Goooool de Dios – Goooool de Deus – God´s
gooooal” and www.cristonautas.com
A small Soccer Arc.
Cristonautas liders coordinators for the contest
Blackboard to scoring goals
Optional: 6 parishes or places or just a parish or any place, on each parish or place have
two teams, no matter how many people (Each team must give a name to their team), if
you get the option for 6 parishes you will get a total of 12 teams or more than 1 parish a
total of X teams

Rules of competition – Jesus Film and The Prize(Internet, laptop and in focus:)

1. We start in a parish or place with the two teams to confront
2. Coordinators should prepare 20 questions about the videos screen further 10 more questions if they
get tied
3. Explain the rules of the game
4. Each team should be seated and grouped, must also appoint his captain
5. Invoke the Holy Spirit
6. Play Jesus Film video and/o The Prize videos
7. Clear the center of the field.
8. Set up the soccer arc on the field and the black board
9. When the videos are finished, the coordinator will go the center of the field with the ball
10. Invite captains to cast lots who starts first.
11. Pitch lucky, the winner decides whether to star, the winner or the loser.
12. Captains return to their places with their teams.
13. The coordinating team kicks the ball to who makes the first question, who starts the game and the
team must answer, but finally who gives the answer s the captain
14. If they gave the correct answer have a point
15. Now someone from the team must pass to the center and try to get the ball into the soccer arc to
make the “Goooool de Dios – Goooool de Deus - God´s gooooal”, if get the hits, this will give them one
more point.
16. The coordinator collects the ball and follow the process to the point 11
17. If they get tied at the end , so let's make 10 more questions and when some team until some one take
advance of 2 points.
18. If we take the option to go to a more than 1 parish, Winner and loser will compete to other parishes or
places or the winner go to the next round ( You will take this decision)

Rules of competition– Jesus Film and The Prize (Tablets and/or smartphones):

1. We start in a parish or place with the two teams to confront
2. Coordinators should prepare 20 questions about the videos screen further 10 more questions if they get
tied
3. Explain the rules of the game
4. Each team should be seated and grouped, must also appoint his captain
5. Invoke the Holy Spirit
6. Play Jesus Film video or The Prize
7. Clear the center of the field.
8. Set up the soccer arc on the field and the black board
9. When the videos are finished, the coordinator will go the center of the field with the ball
10. Invite captains to cast lots who starts first.
11. Pitch lucky, the winner decides whether to star, the winner or the loser.
12. Captains return to their places with their teams
13. The coordinating team kicks the ball to who makes the first question, who starts the game and the team
must answer, showing the video on the tablet or Smartphone where the answer is, but finally who gives
the answer is the captain
14. If they gave the correct answer, have a point
15. Now someone from the team must pass to the center and try to get the ball into the soccer arc to make
the “Goooool de Dios – Goooool de Deus - God´s gooooal”, if get the hits, this will give them one more
point.
16. The coordinator collects the ball and follow the process to the point 11
17. If they get tied at the end , so let's make 10 more questions and when some team until some one take
advance of 2 points.
18. If we take the option to go to a more than 1 parish, Winner and loser will compete to other parishes or
places or the winner go to the next round ( You will take this decision

Round 1 - 12 presentations
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Round 2 – 6 presentations
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Round 4 – 3 X 3 = 9 presentations
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Round 5 - 1 presentation

Jesus Film and Prize
They can also make personal training of Jesus Film and Prize app, with tablets and / or smartphones
wherever

